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David Carr16:03 14 Feb 24

Saved well over £900 buying from this company and following their web site installation video - total cost £800 inc vat+delivery - local quote £1650 +vat - good product and good company to buy from 10/10 marks




mobius842810:59 04 Feb 24

Living next to a busy road, the double glazing had little or no effect on cancelling or reducing road noise (plus the odd conversation below in the street). I decided to look at Secondary Glazing after doing some shopping around and quotes I got for 4 x windows.. I went for Clrearview as it was easy to get a quote based on what I needed and size and cost seemed reasonable.. Once the sizes were confirmed by the installer and FAQ’s answered, the windows were installed 2 months later. They were installed within about 3-4hrs and I must admit, the noise reduction has been noticeable.Although far quieter, I still get some road noise but that’s from large trucks, sirens from police, ambulance vehicles and the odd car with the large can exhaust but otherwise, more than happy with the results. Peaceful nights and can listen to the TV/music without the background noise of a passing car etc.The process is all by email and website but payment is easy and Aaron (who was the main POC) was extremely helpful and replied almost immediately.Also, far more competitive in price than other leading window companies….!




Steven Rocks12:41 26 Jan 24

Great customer service from a chap called Aarion who was really helpful and had great knowledge about the products and advised me  that I would be better with the acoustic option as I live near an airport. Really good products would recommend




Robert Hebdidge12:40 26 Jan 24

Brilliant service and excellent product.




James Hinchley11:46 26 Jan 24

Quality service and company!




Hannah Price11:25 25 Jan 24

Clearview are so helpful and customer focused. Really felt like Aaron went the extra mile to explain everything to me about secondary glazing and what glass types would be right for my home.




Ellen Dawson11:24 25 Jan 24

Really knowledgeable and helpful, fastquote system is quick and easy to use




Amy Boutle08:54 23 Jan 24

I live next to a busy road and was looking for a way to reduce the noise coming into my home, whilst also (hopefully) reducing my energy bills. After a little Google search I called Clearview and spoke to a lovely rep called Aaron who talked me through the options to meet my needs. I couldn't picture what the windows would look like, so he invited me in to look at the units and discussed the best way to tackle my main problem of noise and also thermal efficiency. very knowledgeable and excellent customer service!




Thom Shardlow07:46 18 Jan 24

An awesome experience from start to finish. Speaking with a competent and knowledgeable rep called Aaron throughout who made the ordering and delivery an absolute breeze. Gorgeous products that will save real cash and built to the highest of qualities. Would Recommend!




Chris Cousins12:44 19 Apr 23

Process of ordering is simple. Being in an old house all our window recesses are slightly different and the process makes it really easy to adjust the order to the exact sizes I need.Windows all arrived exactly as specified and I've been kept up to date on scheduled delivery times so I can ensure that I'm at home when they arrive. Drivers have all been very courteous and happy to carry the windows to wherever needed.The windows themselves are saving us a lot of heat and look much better than some very old aluminium framed ones we had previously. In fact they are so good visitors don't even notice we've put them in. They are very easy to install and took me minutes to get up before adding the trim which takes a little longer as it all needs cutting to fit.Overall, excellent product and service.




Peter Carlow14:59 28 Mar 23

Purchased acoustic secondary glazing on two occasions - absolutely excellent service from beginning to end and a fantastic quality product.  The acoustic glazing has worked like magic and made our bedrooms into an oasis of peace and quiet from outside noise, with the additional benefit of helping keep the rooms warmer in winter and cooler in summer.  Highly recommended.




Alastair Gilg11:32 23 Mar 23

Great customer service and product. I've ordered secondary glazing for 8 windows now, and it really does an excellent job.




Rod North10:39 29 Dec 22

Bought 2 x tilting vertical sliders for the front sash windows of our grade 2 listed house. We are very happy with them - they have transformed the lounge from a cold noisy space to a warm quiet room where we are happy to sit in the evening. They look great (hardly noticeable from outside) and operate exactly as described.The ordering process was clear and easy to understand - we measured the frames twice each, then compared notes and measured them again - getting the right measurements is vital.Phoned to ask a couple of questions I wasn't sure about and spoke to a glazing salesman with good product knowledge - a rarity in the glazing industry!The frames arrived on time and in good condition and were easy to fit.100% recommended.




Mark Hobday20:24 06 Dec 22

My Clearview units have eliminated condensation, made the rooms warmer and quieter - they do what they said on the tin!




Geoff Pullen19:49 25 Aug 22

Great windows. Take your time to measure up and read their guides. I did - have transformed two wonky 2 x 2.4m Edwardian bays. Did the first in January this year and saved a huge amount in heating bills!




Boglarka Bujdoso-Kovacs08:11 11 Aug 22

Easy to order, arrived before expected time of delivery. Arrived fully assembled. It was easy to fit. Only negative is that no screws arrived with the package and the frame was not pre-drilled. I would definitely order again, very reliable company.




clare17:14 26 Jul 22

We ordered the 3 secondary glazing units for our bay window from Clearview, near winters end. These soon arrived in perfect condition. Sizes checked & all as ordered, with tolerances built in. I have just fitted the 3 glass units in the last 2 weeks, now that the weather is warm & dry. Great help from Clearview, making sure all detail was right, before starting. The new units are now completely sealed & total silence. Looking forward to warmer winters & cutting out the Siberian blasts. Very impressed with the efficient service. Many thanks, AP




Paul Daniel16:41 20 Apr 22

The process of ordering online was very easy, I found everything I needed to help me, on their websites with all their extensive guides and various options.We waited nearly 3 months for our two-bedroom windows as they had supply issues, but having said that it was worth the wait.We live on an extremely busy road, with traffic lights directly outside our home, which would lead to loud music, wheel spinning while the lights are on red, the list goes on, not forgetting next door but one to a pub!My wife and I have been suffering from a lack of sleep for a while, I work shifts also. The windows have dramatically cut the noise out, I went with 6.8 acoustic glass and a 280mm gap, fitting was easy down to good prep at the measuring stage, which I think any competent DIY's following Clearview guides can achieve. I'll be honest we were going to sell our home which we love, if the windows didn't help, so thank you.




Mike Clark14:11 01 Apr 22

After asking for some help with the measuring, we ordered a bay window which fits superbly, and has made a really noticeable difference to reducing heat loss through the bay. It also looks great, and was easy to fit.




michael kennedy11:41 30 Mar 22

Really impressive noise reduction. Fitted mine 150mm away from my existing double glazing with vertical blinds fitted in the gap and what a difference. Hardly able to hear any noise at all. Even pleased the wife!. Good quality and looks great as well. Winner winner........




Nigel Hayward16:59 15 Feb 22

We have gradually been installing secondary glazing over the past couple of years fom Clearview. Have just installed to a tricky bay window and very pleased with the outcome. All fitted perfectly and advise from Clearview very helpful to make sure I ordered the right size / type of glazing. Noticing the difference already in terms of heat insulation and soundproofing. Would highly recommend the company if considering buying.




John Acton12:29 08 Feb 22

We have recently installed Clearview Secondary glazing horizontal sliders on three windows, each approx 2 meters square.Excellent product, excellent website especially for  measuring and fitting instructions, excellent customer service.




Dave08:36 22 Dec 21

Glazing fitted in 20 mins - measurements perfect. So easy, and the difference in warmth and noise levels is amazing. Will fit the finishers after Xmas. Really impressed- thank you 😊




Paul Nicholson16:03 07 Dec 21

Excellent service throughout. Very helpful office staff and good communication. Kept up to date throughout delivery process. Really happy with my horizontal sliding secondary glazing. Well made and easy to fit.




Tony Brown17:00 18 Nov 21

I purchased 3 windows. The Clearview website is excellent, allowing instant quotes for different configurations. The videos and support material on the site are great. The communication through the ordering to delivery process was really good, and the windows were delivered to the advised schedule.  The windows were great quality and were straightforward to install following the Clearview Instructions. I would certainly buy from them again.




Kylie Rouse11:34 23 Oct 21

Absolutely fabulous. Took a bit longer to arrive but it was worth it. SO easy to install, only took 30-45 minutes, and after doing the trim and sealing around the sides it’s made SUCH a difference to my bedroom, living in an end terrace on a traffic lighted junction in the city centre was so noisy at rush hour, but the traffic is a normal decibel now. Thanks so much - I’ll be ordering for 2 more of my windows in time.  Your glazing has meant I will now not be thinking about moving anytime soon! Thanks!




Sunrise in Isaan11:52 04 Sep 21

SLIMLINE SINGLE PANEL UNITOur front bedroom ground floor noise levels have gone from horrendous, distracting road noise to hardly a whisper after purchasing a secondary unit. The busy road is 3m away!The company talked me through the measuring process and specifications for what was a complicated space to work with, with an unusual original frame and lack of space for fixing due to the sash windows taking up a lot of the frame depth.The unit fitted perfectly and was exactly as expected in terms of weight and fixing. The noise reduction was better than I imagined. An added bonus is that it is practically invisible! Believe me, the slimline unit is fitted in front of the upvc sash windows in the photos!We now get more noise coming through our composite front door and into the room via the hallway, than through the window!Well worth the price.




Derek Theobald14:01 06 Jul 21

Very impressed with Clearview.The online ordering worked perfectly and the chance to double check before the ordere is put into production is a plus.I ordered 8 units for the gound floor of my house including a very large unit for french doors.All were manufactured to millimeter precision and delivered in 4 weeks, on the date specified, by a very helpful/friendly driver.Extremely well packed, the overall quality of the frames and glass is first class.All frames and panes are clearly marked to indicate their positions meaning installation took less than a day.Ground floor complete and I can already notice a reduction in the noise level from an adjacent road.I am now awaiting the arrival of a further 9 units later this month, for the first floor, to finish the job.




Rab C15:55 05 Jul 21

ordered secondary glazing online, the website was clear and full of useful information. measuring was easy with the online guidance and I now live in a well insulated and Quiet house from the road traffic outside.




David Maunder07:36 11 Jun 21

Great product. Excellent communication. Very happy, thanks!




elissa marshall20:05 08 Jun 21

I would highly recommend this company to anyone!The website is east to use for sizes and illustrationsOur units were very well madeThe delivery time was very good considering we were in lockdownThe communication is excellent.And these units really do work for outside noise




Gavin Davies12:30 07 Jun 21

I recently ordered a sash secondary window which I wanted to fit myself. A short time after I placed the order I received email confirmation of the order, but also with a drawing/specification of how the window would look, just to confirm sizes etc before they started making it. I was kept up to date throughout via email, and when the delivery date was set the window turned up on the arranged day, perfectly packaged with no issues whatsoever. Along with a totally realistic and fair price I would have no reservations in recommending them. Perfect service.




Joe Luther18:56 28 May 21

Excellent quality, Easy installation and reduced noise considerablyWell done to the Clearview team




G B18:36 13 May 21

A fantastic product. I phoned Clearview for technical advice before ordering and they couldn't have been more helpful. The online price calculator is simple to use and the installation instructions were clear and concise. The unit was well packaged and very easy to install. Looks smart, blends well with the existing window and reduces road noise.




Richard Pinder12:18 11 May 21

I was somewhat dubious about secondary glazing, but after several emails back and forth with Andrew, who gave us alot of prompt advice, we took the plunge and ordered the units to DIY. I finally got round to fitting it last weekend & we’re so pleased with it-it was very easy to install & looks great! Much better than we thought it would look! The units are very sturdy, but don detract from the window.  It certainly helps block out noise - we just need the weather to cool down again now to see how effective it is for the warmth, but I'm sure they'll be good as they're so well fitting.  All in all, if you have moderate DIY skills, these are very straightforward to install, and look great once in!




Andy Lodge12:00 14 Apr 21

1st class service - very helpful and knowledgeable - lots of support to make the installation manageable - very pleased with the finished result.




jerry attheolympics18:20 10 Apr 21

Very pleased with my purchase I should have done this years ago. Very helpful people to deal with. Easy installation with a smart and neat finish.




Mike Jasper17:22 10 Apr 21

Superb service from ordering to delivery, I can honestly say to get this level of service from a company nowadays is rare !Would definitely recommend and I will be using again




Mmm22:30 13 Mar 21

This last week I had the secondary glazing delivered 3 weeks afters ordering which is a great turn around. I ordered them to reduce traffic noise living on a busy junction and the affect is immediate and drastic. Barring the loudest motorbikes, lorries and cars the noise has been almost eradicated. I ordered the 6.8mm acoustic panels, overkill? Maybe but I wanted to order the best within my budget and can highly recommend it.One other benefit I wasn't expecting was how much warmer the house is, the double glazing as good as it is still seemed to be letting some cold air through, sliding open the window you can feel the difference in temperature.If you're on the fence about buying secondary glazing, I'd highly recommend from clearview. I worried about the installation and measuring but it all worked out great. I'll be ordering more to finish the house.




Robset08:13 09 Mar 21

Great communication from Clearview and their service team, they double check everything before dispatching your goods to ensure they’re no issues on your side and on theirs and if you’ve any technical questions you want answered that your unsure about, they’re at hand to talk to you personally. The windows came a daily earlier than expected luckily for me I was off and if you’re handy with a cordless drill and level like myself this job can take up to 2/3 hours to do.The windows look great and keep out the wind from my daughters draughty old sash windows.




Paul Reynolds23:31 08 Mar 21

Great service, great product. DIY instructions easy to follow. And was kept informed throughout manufacture of progress right up to delivery day.




Richard Hunt10:09 20 Feb 21

We are very pleased with our secondary glazing from CLEARVIEW and the service we received. From the very helpful discussions and advice by phone, to the delivery exactly on time of a very high quality product we couldn't have asked for better. All 9 windows fitted exactly and were very easy to install. We plan to order more and can recommend this firm without hesitation.




Land Property18:05 14 Feb 21

Great product,thanks




Tony A17:38 11 Feb 21

Found this company after looking more locally on the internet. Excellent and knowledgeable service. Kept fully informed (10 emails overall!). Also they were 50% cheaper than another quote. Easy to follow instructions for choosing correct product (a secondary glazing panel) and measuring to get correct fit. I did phone with a query and spoke to someone very polite and helpful. Product exactly as described. All in all, highly recommended.




T Young13:59 07 Feb 21

I was sceptical as to whether these double glazed window units would live up to all they were supposed to, but yes they have and am now measuring up for more.




James Clarke11:02 25 Jan 21

Excellent communication during the order process, and when the windows arrived they were very well made, and far more substantial that I expected . The effect of adding the windows was immediate, and they were very easy to fit, following the fitting guide.




john taylor10:57 21 Dec 20

Very happy with purchase. Instructions were good. Secondary glazing fits perfectly. Room now warmer & quieter. I will purchase for another window in the New Year




Stephen Brown18:33 18 Dec 20

Product specification and ordering was very easy; excellent web site. Delivery was  well organised and units well wrapped. Fitting of the units was quite straightforward, except that there were three panes that were far enough out of square to need attention. I managed to square them up after some very careful unscrewing and plastic hammer banging! A couple of others were out of square but not enough to need straightening. The screws provided with the units were hopelessly short. Apart from that, once fitted, we are very pleased with them and they are a good solid product.




Ian Shilling17:29 18 Dec 20

Detailed information on the website, clear communication throughout and a very good product. Being a cautious person I ordered just one window first to be sure I was happy with the quality. I needn’t have been so cautious and I quickly ordered the six more that I needed. I have no hesitation in recommending this business and their secondary glazing.




Keith22815:00 18 Dec 20

Excellent product. Delivered on time.




David Rogers13:44 18 Dec 20

Excellent and friendly service. Good product; we had insert panels which we have fixed to the original sash windows, cutting down both heat loss and noise. Would definitely use Clearview again.




john hawkins13:21 18 Dec 20

I found this company on line after reading reviews and their website I placed a order on line  I was impressed with the ease of use and the double checking that the sizes were correct .very pleased with the high quality of the product and well packaged. Not the cheapest but if you want quality you need to pay a fair price.I would reccomend that you will have no problems dealing with this company.




Doug Neilon12:20 18 Dec 20

I have ordered my second big secondary windows,I could not have not done so without the help and support of Andrew at Clearview,First class product and service ,I would certainly recommend and use them again in the future,




Robert Dagwell12:05 18 Dec 20

Good quality finish to each unit and perfect fit. Appearance could be improved by including a screw head cover of some sort, but overall product is excellent.




Stewart Thewlis12:01 18 Dec 20

Very efficient, straightforward to install,  jobs a good one.




JAMES Howe11:47 18 Dec 20

This company was great. Usually I am quite critical of businesses however Clearview were exemplary of how a business should treat a customer.The product was great to. All in all from the technical advice provided over the phone down to the delivery driver being polite and courteous when the product was delivered I felt happy after dealing with this organisation.




Sarah B06:43 07 Dec 20

We'll I've been totally ripped off!Not by Clearview but by Anglian after ordering £8k of their 'safe and sound' windows for the front I can honestly say they made little difference to the road noise!I ordered Clearview Windows for the side windows and they totally killed the noise, what a difference. I wish I had've ordered these for the front aswell. They would have been much cheaper and worked much better.Clearview kept me well informed about when the windows would arrive, the measurement and installation guides are very clear and easy to follow that even a numpty like me can fit them and they look great! I mean really solid and well built.I'll definitely recommend this company. First class product that really works and first class service!!  A*




Phill Lupton11:24 25 Oct 20

I have never fitted secondary glazing before. The company were super helpful and very fast with their responses.I ordered two large secondary glazed windows to fit behind very old wooden windows as our office building is listed.As our building was so old the windows frames were not that square so make sure you check this lots of times before ordering.They both fitted perfectly and you can barley notice they are there.Everyone using the rooms have commented on how much quieter and warmer the rooms are.Excellent service and product.




Gary James11:39 15 Apr 20

Excellent pre-sales technical advice and general communication throughout. I only placed a small value order for my study window to cut the noise down but was treated as though I was doing the whole house, which I will now do in the future. I'm delighted with the results and have saved a great deal of money compared to a quote from a local supplier. Easy to fit for anyone with reasonable DIY skills. It helps if there are two of you!




Alison Segura12:02 12 Feb 20

ive now had 4  windows and about to order two more so i can recommend their product and customer service.




Ian Dodd14:55 06 Nov 19

I just wanted to say how pleased I was with both the quality of the windows and the service I received when ordering them.They fitted simply and were a pleasure to install.It’s always a worry when buying things blind on the internet, but I can honestly say that I’m 100% happy with everything.Even my wife has said what a difference they make and visually, you hardly notice they are there.




Glenn Barcham09:05 29 Jul 19

Spent ages choosing a secondary glazing company and glad I chose Clearview. Had the product I needed, gave very prompt and helpful advice, and product quality is great.




James Schweiger10:51 26 Mar 19

Incredible service from professional people. An example of how every business should operate. The advice I received lead to me purchasing a product that has shown significant results.




Jen11:13 09 Nov 18

I got a quote and dealt with Andrew through out the whole process. I was anxious about the measurement and Andrew helped me and he answered all the questions I had.After he installation there were a some teething issues. Andrew dealt with it and now I am very happy with the secondary glazing. I would 100% recommend this company to anyone. They go above and beyond to give an excellent customer service.




simon rutherford09:01 25 Sep 18

Great company, can’t recommend enough.Telephone help from Deborah & the team was excellent.Windows delivered on scheduled day and all 5 panels were in perfect condition. All measurements were exact.Installation very straight forward. The 5 lift out panels (see photo) took around 5 hours to install which was very quick considering I’d never fitted anything like this before.Loads of on-line guides on their website which explain everything in simple to understand language.ClearView were around £1300 cheaper than a local glazing company quoted for the same spec!Great value, great company!




Michael Doyle14:19 12 Jun 18

Great service and communication.  Their website is the best for info, price estimation, and ordering. Installation was easier than expected.  Our road noise is now completely gone.   Would highly recommend.




Tony Hollings11:03 16 May 18

Great product. Great work. Great people!My wife and I live in an apartment in a Grade 2 listed property in the middle of Sheffield and our main bedroom can get quite cold.  After looking for possible solutions to our problem online, we reckoned we should investigate the idea of secondary glazing. We contacted Clearview Secondary Glazing and looked no further. From start to finish, our dealings with them could not have been better! They proved to be a thoroughly professional business, who carry out an all round first class service by not only providing and installing a superb product but also by explaining everything in non-ambiguous terms; keeping the customer informed at every stage; turning up when they say they will and for being, well, just very nice people!  Worth every penny! Thank you very much Andrew and Craig (and those behind the scenes we didn't get to meet!)




Kevin Millard14:52 14 Dec 17

Bought 2 units for our front bedrooms as we are on a noisy main road. Installed them yesterday and the difference in noise is amazing. I went for the 6.4mm laminated glass and positioned the units on the front of the window sill to give maximum gap.




Juliet Shapiro16:37 06 Sep 17

Our bedroom overlooks a railway line, so we were primarily looking for acoustic insulation (we’d had secondary glazing in our last home, so knew how effective it was). After some online research, we went with Clearview this time, as their prices are competitive, their online quotation system quick and easy, and – perhaps most importantly – their customer service responsive and helpful. As it happened, here were a couple of glitches (on my part) with measuring and specifying, which Andy at Clearview ironed out for me with no fuss. Once ordered, the product arrived on time, and has proved highly effective at reducing the noise. I actually enjoy watching trains go by in near-silence, and have since ordered a similar unit for our living room, to repeat the experience! I can thoroughly recommend secondary glazing in general, and Clearview in particular.




Jane Isaacson13:06 04 Aug 17

Great service and excellent product thank you :-)




John Hughes14:31 15 Dec 16

My client wanted a solution to a problem regarding excessive sound being experienced within a large office complex, whilst having conferences and meetings in a large second-floor room with single glazed aluminium windows on two elevations.During my research, I found Clearview to be knowledgeable and very helpful in solving my client’s problem and alternatives with prices to meet the budget available.I was provided quality support throughout the process.The product was delivered on time, as promised with good protective wrapping.The installation was extremely easy, with quality materials and instructions.Once installed, the difference was amazing and whilst showing the client the finished job, a very large articulated lorry being towed by a similarly large tow truck rolled past the conference room within 3 m. The silence was palpable, the client was over the moon and hopefully impressed enough to want this system throughout this large office complex. Watch this space!Many thanks to the Clearview team for making this such an easy process and special thanks to Lianne and Deborah for putting up with my blond moments during the survey and ordering stage.As a shopfitter/office refurbishment specialist, we provide a service and believe that the client is king and by providing a good service the client will happily use us again. Clearview have the same philosophy, sadly there are too many companies who do not.




Judi Griffiths14:48 12 Jun 16

Good quality windows, accoustic glass does the job well. We fitted these ourselves, but the website and customer service team make sure you've been informed of everything you need to do to measure correctly and that you've chosen the right options for openings. Not the cheapest, but all in all great service, would recommend to anyone.




Geoffrey11:14 10 May 16

If you have an older house with "special" windows which are struggling to cope with our ever changing weather conditions, I recommend that you seriously consider Secondary Glazing.Have a look at Clearview's web site first as it is really helpful, then if you are in any doubt speak to them.  The Ladies there are even more helpful.Do not rule out fitting them yourself as the quality of the units supplied is first class. The key to it success is in the measurement of the windows you wish to fit.  Measure and then check again.  I would recommend trying just one first before embarking on a full scale re-fit as it will give you more confidence in the product.I had a condensation problem in my downstairs cloakroom, so I tackled this first.  It looked great and it solved the problem.You get expert help, they keep you up to date on delivery (always on time) and the end product is first class, at a fraction of the cost of new glazing.Highly recommended.GeoffChipping Campden




Ed Molloy12:50 03 May 16

Excellent service - quick delivery and good communication. Good product, easy to self-fit.




Syd Carr20:22 22 Feb 16

Hi guys,I recently bought some secondary glazing, which arrived on time, 7.00am, just before i went to work..excellent service,Ive just fitted them to my sash windows...They look great,so easy to fit!!  Im over the moon with them, I would certainly recommend these windows to anyone..All you have to do is remember to double check your measurements before ordering,,,I would say 3,- 4,hrs to fit 7 windows, Ne bother !!!!!!Thanx once again,Best regards.Syd Carr....P,S. One double glazing company wanted nearly "double" what you guys charge,,,,




matt cockin13:54 09 Apr 15

Simple to fit secondary glazing. Immediately noticed the difference in traffic noise from outside - so much quieter. looking forward to seeing the energy savings come the colder months.




jon mawson16:00 23 Sep 13

We had a large stone stained glass mullioned window together with a sitting room bay window fitted with secondary glazing by Clearview. The brief was to reduce the heat loss from the two largest windows in the house whilst providing a discrete installation. The equipment supplied for the stone window especially needed to blend with the existing structure making it as unobtrusive as possible.Clearview did it! A stone coloured frame together with horizontal sliding windows for the stained glass and a white frame with vertical opening windows for the sash window bay.All installed with little or no mess, completed within the day.The heat loss is noticeably reduced in the house....a great job, many thanks.




Joanna Applegate14:00 06 Apr 11

Great product, good service. Recommended for quality Secondary Glazing.
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